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DiMoto and FiberFin Announce New U.S. POF Distribution
Agreement
DiMoto Pty Ltd, a leading provider of Plastic Optic Fiber (POF) based networking solutions, today
announced it has entered into a new distribution agreement that will enable the company to extend
its global reach and promote its products broadly in the United States with FiberFin Inc., a full service
supplier of plastic optic fiber products for industrial, video, lighting and data applications.
FiberFin will now be stocking DiMoto’s entire product range consisting of POF Media Converters, POF
Switches, POF USB Adapters and POF PCI Cards. DiMoto’s products will also be available through
FiberFin’s online store.
Ethernet over Plastic Optic Fiber is a simple, secure and high performance local area networking
solution which is ideal for installations where the ability to install alongside power, terminate in
seconds and route inconspicuously significantly reduces deployment costs. The technology is also
widely deployed where electrical noise, ground potential variations or lightning is of concern.
"DiMoto is delighted to announce the partnership with FiberFin. The team at FiberFin has over 44
years of combined experience in the plastic optic fiber market and is well positioned to provide a high
level of sales support." said Michael Stevens, Commercial Director for DiMoto. "We are confident that
the combination of our high quality and reliable line of products and FiberFin’s in-depth support will
provide the confidence necessary for US businesses to explore the benefits of POF."
"The partnership with DiMoto strengthens our POF hardware solutions portfolio with quality and
innovative products that have a strong synergy with our other product lines," said Paul Mulligan,
managing director of FiberFin inc "we expect to see strong interest from our existing customer base in
the industrial and process control sectors. DiMoto is a clear leader in the market."
About DiMoto

DiMoto is a leading provider of innovative and high performance Plastic Optical Fiber based local area
networking solutions for industrial, commercial and educational markets worldwide. DiMoto’s product
range enables Ethernet users and integrators to leverage the benefits of Ethernet over Plastic Optical
Fibre and deliver performance networks with significantly lower installation overheads. For more
information, please visit www.DiMoto.com.au or email info@dimoto.com.au
About Fiberfin

FiberFin is the largest custom plastic optical fiber cable manufacture in the United States and is
customer-supported distributor of all types of Fiber, Cable and POF Hardware. With the largest
variety of POF products, FiberFin is your one stop shop. For more information, please visit
www.FiberFin.com or call Paul Mulligan at 630-553-6924 ext 111
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